SPORTS

With Sports

Sports

This is the last legal day of outdoor football coaching until Spring training and the weather variations. There will be the revisions for new season Tech football head Coach Jimmy Sharp.

Sharp and his coaching staff are deep into their early planning stages for the upcoming team. Sharp is a friend of the football head coach at Tech and they have spent many long nights working out strategies. One of the main goals for the team is to improve their offensive and defensive skills.

There will be no vacation this year. Sharp says "We have to keep working and working. We can't afford to be out of shape when we come back in the fall."

Sharp and the family have a week off before the season begins. They go to the beach and spend time with their family. After that, they are back to work.

BENNETT, who played football from the fall until the spring, is now a coach at the University of Tennessee. He is a part of the coaching staff at Tech and the team is headed by Coach Sharp.

Other members of the Tech coaching staff include:

1. Assistant Coach: Bobby D. Bennett
2. Offensive Line Coach: John S. Smith
4. Defensive Backs Coach: Bob D. Rogers
5. Wide Receivers Coach: Terry D. Phillips
6. Running Backs Coach: Jack W. White
7. Wide Receivers Coach: Bob D. Rogers

SHARP'S ASSIGNMENT: The boss will be shaking hands beating the drum for Tech football and speaking on the importance of the team. He will also be on hand for the last day of practice before the season begins. This will be on June 15 for a stadium Aflac. Sharp's assignment focuses on the team's preparation for the season.

Sharp, who is fourth-year head coach at Tech, has been a part of the football team at Tech for over 10 years. He has led the team to several successful seasons and has been recognized for his coaching skills.

His team's performance reflects this dedication. They work hard, practice long hours, and are always looking for ways to improve.

SHARP'S TALK: Sharp has some advice for the players:

1. Get ready: Be prepared. Be on time. Be ready to work.

SHARP KNOWS TECH: Sharp has a great deal of knowledge about the team. He knows their strengths and weaknesses, their best players and their worst players.

He is always looking for ways to improve the team. He is always pushing for more. He is always looking for new ways to win.

"We don't settle for anything. We want to win," he said. "We want to be the best."

This is a team that is always looking to improve. They are always looking for ways to win. They are always looking for ways to be better.

"We want to be the best," he said. "We want to be the champions."